PREFACE

ith significant progress in microwave/mm-wave devices and system
technology achieved in recent years, radiometers are increasingly used
in remote sensing of various atmospheric gases that affects mm-wave
propagation. Such radiometers are used as a ground based sensor and also
from satellite platforms which can provide images and other forms of data
about earth’s atmosphere and surface. These data have great potential in
solving many problems; for mm-wave LOS link designing, for weather
forecasting, topographic mapping,soil moisture determination, crop mapp
ing, flood mapping, identifying different types of sea ice as an aid to
navigation in Antarctic waters. Thus, microwave radiometric sensing have
become an economical means to monitor continuously the atmosphere even
through snow, dust, cloud cover and darkness.
Since water vapour dominates mm-wave attenuation, ground based radiometric measurement of atmospheric water vapour is discussed in detail.
The same radiometer was taken to Antarctica for water vapour measure
ment. Choice of radiometer operating frequencies for water vapour sensing
are re-examined. Also, mm-wave window frequencies which were thought to
be constant anywhere in the world are also found to be variant. Finally, a
mm-wave communication system has been proposed for Antarctica.
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